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Not long ago, those active in the SEO space may have noticed I got
into a bit of a Twitter spat with a couple of Google employees. In
fact, it got downright testy.

Working as a paid Google spokesperson can’t be an easy job some
days.

It all started when I questioned the ethical and anti-competitive
concerns of Google ranking its own properties highly for terms like
“SEO” and “robots.txt” (areas I have an interest in) but expanded to
include other controversial areas, such as Google ranking itself

  Menu

“Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to
narrow the range of thought? In the end we shall
make thoughtcrime literally impossible, because
there will be no words in which to express it.”

1984, George Orwell
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highly for Google Flights, YouTube videos, People Also Ask boxes,
and other Google features hardcoded into the top of results. 

The anti-competitive concerns of Google favoring its own properties
in search results is a well-known problem, with governments around
the world conducting investigations and working on new legislation
to address these and other antitrust issues.

But to the Googlers, it was as if I was speaking another language. 

One Googler called my concerns “absurd,” while another indirectly
called them “baseless” and “stupid.” 

This led to the question: how can folks with whom I generally
respect have reached such a signi�cant gap in thinking? Why is
something so obviously concerning to the rest of the world—Google
positioning its own properties highly in search results—such a non-
issue to Googlers themselves?

The answer, it turned out, is Googlespeak™.

In searching for the truth, I fell down a rabbit hole of corporate
culture and communication policy. I learned that Google
institutionalizes a way of limiting communication about certain
concepts among its employees that makes even thinking about anti-
competitive issues incredibly dif�cult. 

And when employees have trouble thinking about it, it starts to
shape their reality. 

While this policy doesn’t have an of�cial name, I labeled the practice
Googlespeak™, like something out of George Orwell’s dystopian
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novel 1984, to which it bears a striking similarity.

Google, the Search Engine for More Google
If you’ve used Google over the past ten years, you probably noticed
something obvious: there are fewer and fewer actual websites in
Google search results.

Try searching for a hotel, and you’ll enter a walled garden of
Google-owned results that proves harder to exit than the cleverest
of escape rooms. You can click photos, reviews, check availability,
and more – all without leaving the comfort of Google. 

And with ads nearly indistinguishable from regular results, Google’s
monetization of this walled garden becomes even murkier.

A recent study by The Markup found that Google devotes a
whopping 41% of �rst-page search results to its own properties

https://themarkup.org/google-the-giant/2020/07/28/google-search-results-prioritize-google-products-over-competitors
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along with Google’s Direct Answers, which are known to keep users
on Google longer and lead to a drop in users visiting external
websites.

Google is able to build entire curated web pages with 3rd party
content. What was once a list of links to websites has been reduced
to footnotes and mere citations.

By adding more Google features, including those meant to answer
users’ questions directly—often by scraping information directly from
the sites they reference—visitors have fewer incentives to actually
visit other websites, and far more barriers if they wish to do so.

The results of these actions on other businesses have real-world
consequences. 

https://www.rankranger.com/seo-glossary/direct-answer
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Hipmunk, the innovative and fan-favorite �ight search engine, shut
down in part because of Google’s promotion of its own Google
Flights and shifting away from “free” search results to paid ads,
making it harder to compete. 

It’s dif�cult to imagine any new �ight search, no matter how
innovative, winning today with Google acting as the web’s
gatekeeper.

This is only one of a 1000 such examples of Google potentially
limiting access and innovation by keeping the top of results to itself.

Google’s Growing Antitrust Tsunami
Favoring itself in search results isn’t the only thing regulators around
the world are looking into. Google’s growing antitrust concerns
include:

1. The US Department of Justice began the process of suing
Google for maintaining an illegal monopoly for “general
search services, search advertising, and general search text
advertising.”

2. 9 US states, led by Texas, �led an antitrust lawsuit against
Google claiming unlawful collusion with Facebook to illegally
rig advertising auctions and price-�xing.

3. A separate lawsuit by a coalition of state Attorney Generals
alleges Google illegally favors its own properties in search
results, elbowing out competitors and causing harm to
innovation.

4. A bipartisan group of senators introduced legislation to
weaken Google’s grip over smaller developers in their app

https://skift.com/2020/01/14/hipmunk-co-founders-spurned-by-sap-concur-in-attempt-to-buy-back-the-company/#:~:text=But%20Hipmunk,travel%20competitors.
https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/2020/10/20/Complaint.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/16/texas-leads-new-antitrust-lawsuit-against-google-targeting-ad-tech.html
https://coag.gov/app/uploads/2020/12/Colorado-et-al.-v.-Google-PUBLIC-REDACTED-Complaint.pdf
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/technology/senators-want-to-rein-in-apple-and-googles-alleged-app-store-monopolies/
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store and would prohibit Google from giving its own apps
preferential treatment in search, among other things.

5. The US House Judiciary subcommittee on antitrust is working
on new legislation to update antitrust laws and invariably
make business as usual much more dif�cult for Google. 

Finally, President Biden has appointed the most antitrust savvy team
any presidential administration has seen in years.

Yes, bigger and more impactful antitrust pain for Google is certainly
on the way. 

Googlespeak™: Speak No Evil, Think No
Evil
In George Orwell’s dystopian classic 1984, he introduced the
concept of Newspeak – a language of “simpli�ed grammar and
restricted vocabulary designed to limit the individual’s ability to think
and articulate” about taboo or undesirable topics.

Orwell observed that when you limit a person’s language, you can
successfully limit their thoughts.

As it turns out, in order to turn a blind eye against growing antitrust
concerns, Google has codi�ed its own version of Newspeak and
made it of�cial company policy.

In documents obtained by The Markup, Google makes it obvious that
certain words are taboo in both internal and external communication. 

The intent of these guidelines couldn’t be more obvious. One

https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/2020/10/06/investigation_of_competition_in_digital_markets_majority_staff_report_and_recommendations.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/24/business/biden-antitrust-amazon-google.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspeak
https://themarkup.org/google-the-giant/2020/08/07/google-documents-show-taboo-words-antitrust
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document, titled “Five Rules of Thumb for Written Communication,”
spells it out clearly.

“Words matter. Especially in antitrust law.”

Here’s one such passage, advising Googler’s about certain words
that aren’t acceptable and explaining how market expansion can be
framed as “helping users.”

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016657-Five-Rules-of-Thumb-for-Written-Communications.html

Another training document titled “Communicating Safely” is even
more explicit in de�ning bad words that Googler’s must avoid at all
cost and good words to substitute in their place.

For example, under no circumstances are Googlers to talk about
“Market Share.” Those are bad words not to be used. 

Instead, Googlers should use a good word such as “Industry” or
“Space” as a substitute.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016657-Five-Rules-of-Thumb-for-Written-Communications.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016657-Five-Rules-of-Thumb-for-Written-Communications.html
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016658-Communicating-Safely.html

Other slides emphasize how even “competitor” is a bad word.

Indeed, the whole concept of beating the competition isn’t allowed
to exist in Googlespeak™, although that is exactly what they do. 

Instead of beating or getting ahead of competitors, Googlers are
simply to communicate the approved concept of “Improving our
product/service.”

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016658-Communicating-Safely.html
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016658-Communicating-Safely.html

Generally, whenever Google does anything that might harm
competitors, the standard responses typically include “we simply
improved our services” or “it’s good for users.”

In a hypothetical world, it would also be good for users if Net�ix
were to let its customers watch pirated movies for free, or if Amazon
gave away free Kindle editions of every book in its catalog. While
these actions might be—at least temporarily—good for users, they
would simultaneously be devastating to the writers and artists
producing these works, as well as any competitors.

And while there are many other areas of Googlespeak™ not covered
here, one of the most important is that Google is in no way a
monopoly.

In fact, from Google’s point of view, it is nearly impossible for them
even to become a monopoly because their self-de�ned competition

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7016658-Communicating-Safely.html
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is “every company that lets users access information and every
company that sells advertising.”

https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/7016657/Five-Rules-of-Thumb-for-Written-Communications.pdf

Using this leap of lawyer logic, Google effectively claims that
because their dominance allows them to compete in so many
markets, they can’t be considered a monopoly until they win all of
them.

Of course, these statements belie the reality of Google’s 92% search
engine market share, as well as their near-complete stranglehold on
online display advertising.

To paraphrase Yeats, “that center ain’t going to hold.”

How Googlespeak™ Affects Googler’s
Actions and Thoughts
The real-world impact of Googlespeak™ has proven effective over
and over again.

So pervasive is it in company policy that when US Congressional
lawmakers asked Google to provide market share data, Google
responded that Google simply “doesn’t maintain information in the
normal course of business.”

https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/7016657/Five-Rules-of-Thumb-for-Written-Communications.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/216573/worldwide-market-share-of-search-engines/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/04/google-doj-ads-302576
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/10/06/technology/house-antitrust-report-big-tech.html
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It’s incredible that one of the largest, most successful companies in
the world doesn’t maintain data on its market share simply because
they don’t want “market share” to exist. 

If they don’t study or talk about it, it must not be real, right?

A report by the New York Times shows how while Google’s culture
is one where employees are free to talk about anything, antitrust
itself is a frowned-upon topic.

The SEO community witnessed the effect of Googlespeak™ last year
when Rand Fishkin (a friend and occasional collaborator) published a
study showing the rise of Zero-Click Searches – Google searches
that don’t result in a click to an external website. 

The new data showed that overall, nearly 65% of Google searches
don’t result in a click, a signi�cant rise over previous years as Google
adds more and more Google-centric features to its search results.

“All of this has contributed to an unspoken
understanding among Google employees that it is
not wise to address the antitrust issues openly, said
six current and former employees, who declined to be
identi�ed because they either were not permitted to
talk publicly or feared retaliation.”

NYTimes.com

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/13/technology/google-employees-antitrust.html
https://sparktoro.com/blog/in-2020-two-thirds-of-google-searches-ended-without-a-click/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/13/technology/google-employees-antitrust.html
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https://sparktoro.com/blog/in-2020-two-thirds-of-google-searches-ended-without-a-click/

This data was so upsetting to Google’s worldview and threatening to
their regulatory positioning that they quickly issued a response of
the study, accusing it of using a “�awed methodology” (without
explaining how) and refuted Fishkin’s claim without providing any
actual data.

In other words, Googlespeak™ gaslighted the study.

World, Meet Googleverse

https://sparktoro.com/blog/in-2020-two-thirds-of-google-searches-ended-without-a-click/
https://blog.google/products/search/google-search-sends-more-traffic-open-web-every-year/
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Google doesn’t constrain Googlespeak™ to internal communication. 

Google also employs 100s of lawyers, lobbyists, and PR
professionals around the world to help in�uence the message. In the
US alone, Google regularly spends between 7 and upwards of 22
million dollars annually on lobbying efforts, making it one of the
larger corporate spenders.

They also spend millions on feel-good advertising to get us, all of us,
communicating and thinking on the same page.

The result is that Googlespeak™ leaks into our everyday language.
I’ve even been surprised to hear some of my colleagues in the SEO
space repeat many of these phrases.

Google certainly isn’t the only company with internal communication
guidelines. Most major companies have something similar. But
because of the sheer size of Google’s reach, fewer guidelines have
shaped so much thought, both within the company and outside it. 

And thus, I had arrived at the answer to my question: how could
Googlers and I see something fundamentally so simple through
completely different lenses? 

The answer is because, in Google’s world, monopolies don’t actually
exist, market share is an illusion, they certainly don’t beat
competitors, and they only make things better for users.

While the rest of us live in another world altogether: a world where
Google is clearly a monopoly in many areas, they absolutely
dominate their market share, and they most certainly crush many

https://www.opensecrets.org/federal-lobbying/clients/summary?cycle=2021&id=d000067823
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9v6bLABU5Q
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of their competitors – including some of the very websites they
gather data from.

These two worlds cannot co-exist.

What Happens If The Party Comes Crashing
Down?
In 1984 (spoiler alert) Big Brother wins, but the real world is
typically messier. Elections don’t go as planned, the unexpected
sports team often wins, and people let go of once tightly held
beliefs. 

With all the new antitrust action knocking on Google’s door and
shifting political opinions against once infallible tech giants, change
is sure to happen. Any impending antitrust action, unlike actions of
the past, has the potential to fundamentally change the way Google
does business.

What happens to Googlespeak™ when antitrust comes crashing
through the wall like the Kool-Aid Man on steroids? 

Will Googlers feel lied to? Or will they double down and instead
choose to believe that the antitrust actions are fake news based on
bad faith information? 

We may soon �nd out.
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